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Abstract  22 
Background Billions of the world’s poorest households are faced with the lack of access to both 23 
safe drinking water and clean cooking. One solution to microbiologically contaminated water is 24 
boiling, often promoted without acknowledging the additional risks incurred from indoor air 25 
degradation from using solid fuels. 26 

Objectives This modeling study explores the tradeoff of increased air pollution from boiling 27 
drinking water under multiple contamination and fuel use scenarios typical of low-income 28 
settings. 29 

Methods We calculated the total change in disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) from indoor 30 
air pollution (IAP) and diarrhea from fecal contamination of drinking water for scenarios of 31 
different source water quality, boiling effectiveness, and stove type. We used Uganda and 32 
Vietnam, two countries with a high prevalence of water boiling and solid fuel use, as case 33 
studies.  34 

Results Boiling drinking water reduced the diarrhea disease burden by a mean of 1110 DALYs 35 
and 368 DALYs per 10,000 people for those under and over <5 years of age in Uganda, 36 
respectively, for high-risk water quality and the most efficient (lab-level) boiling scenario, with 37 
smaller reductions for less contaminated water and ineffective boiling. Similar results were 38 
found in Vietnam, though with fewer avoided DALYs in children under 5 due to different 39 
demographics. In both countries, for households with high baseline IAP from existing solid fuel 40 
use, adding water boiling to cooking on a given stove was associated with a limited increase in 41 
IAP DALYs due to the log-linear dose-response curves. Boiling, even at low effectiveness, was 42 
associated with net DALY reductions for medium- and high-risk water, even with unclean 43 
stoves/fuels. Use of clean stoves coupled with effective boiling significantly reduced total 44 
DALYs.   45 

Discussion Boiling water generally resulted in net decreases in DALYs. Future efforts should 46 
empirically measure health outcomes from IAP vs. diarrhea associated with boiling drinking 47 
water using field studies with different boiling methods and stove types.  48 

  49 
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Introduction 50 
Globally, many households face the challenges of both poor drinking water quality and the lack 51 
of access to clean cooking fuels. Two billion people lack safely managed drinking water.1 In 52 
2019, 1.53 million deaths were attributed to diarrheal diseases,2 and 60% of all diarrheal deaths 53 
are due to improper water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH).3 Diarrhea is the leading cause of 54 
death and illness globally among children under 5 years.4 Meanwhile, 2.6 billion people cook 55 
using solid fuels5 resulting in high exposures to fine particulate matter (PM2.5).

6 Indoor air 56 
pollution (IAP) causes stroke, ischemic heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 57 
lung cancer,7 and acute lower respiratory infections.8 IAP was associated with 6.7 million 58 
premature deaths annually in 2019.9  59 

A third of households in 67 countries report treating their drinking water at home.10 Boiling 60 
water is the most common household water treatment,11 with an estimated 1.2 billion users (70% 61 
of all household water treatment users).12  Boiling for water treatment is most common in the 62 
Western Pacific region and least common in the Eastern Mediterranean and African regions. It is 63 
widespread in many Asian nations including Indonesia (90.6% of households practicing water 64 
treatment methods reporting boiling), Mongolia (95.2%), Uzbekistan (98.5%) and Vietnam 65 
(91.0%).11  Though boiling on the African continent is comparatively less common,  many 66 
countries in Africa have high rates of boiling,11,13 including Lesotho, Rwanda, Uganda (more 67 
than 80% of households reported boiling), and Burundi and Namibia (over 60% reported 68 
boiling).13 Boiling for water treatment has been widely promoted for decades for low-income 69 
countries and emergency situations.14  Limitations of boiling include potential recontamination 70 
of stored boiled water by contact with hands and utensils because boiling does not provide 71 
residual protection. Improper boiling methods can also result in poor water quality15–17 and 72 
families often mix boiled and non-boiled water.18 73 

Other concerns raised by boiling water are the potential for increased air pollution exposures 74 
from fuel combustion19 and high fuel costs.20 Solid fuel use is prevalent in low-income settings 75 
for both cooking and boiling water. Reducing the use of solid fuels reduces indoor fine 76 
particulate matter (PM2.5) concentrations,21 yet transitions to clean fuels (e.g., liquified petroleum 77 
gas; LPG) have proven challenging.22 Despite the perception that clean fuels are better and more 78 
convenient,23 the associated financial burden (e.g., the cost relative to wood, which is often 79 
cheap or free) and other barriers often prevent their widespread adoption.24  One proposed 80 
solution is “improved cooking solutions” (ICS), or “Cooking solutions that improve, however 81 
minimally, the adverse health, environmental, or economic outcomes from traditional solid fuel 82 
technologies”.25 ICS includes natural- or forced-draft biomass cookstoves with improved 83 
combustion efficiency. For example, pellet-fed gasifier stoves emit >90% less (PM2.5) than 84 
conventional stoves.26–28 However, despite their potential to provide health and other benefits 85 
relative to traditional stoves, behavioral, technical, and economic challenges have limited their 86 
adoption.29,30 Electric stoves are an additional clean option but are not common in low-income 87 
countries due to their cost and the poor availability and reliability of electrical grid connections. 88 
In Uganda, for example, less than 1% of the population cooks with electricity31 due to the 89 
expense of electricity and lack of subsidies.32 90 
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Those working to mitigate risks from indoor air pollution (IAP) and unsafe drinking water face 91 
similar challenges in designing, implementing, and securing the sustained use of interventions 92 
such as clean fuel and household water treatment.30 However, few studies have examined these 93 
linked risks together. A randomized controlled trial in Rwanda combining a cookstove and water 94 
filter intervention found the intervention reduced the prevalence of reported child diarrhea by 95 
29% and that the benefits of the program outweighed the financial costs.33,34  In a related cost-96 
benefit analysis, the averted DALYs from using a water filter and improved cookstove were 97 
found to be 239 and 556 per 10,000 people per year, respectively.33 However, the study observed 98 
no significant reduction in 48-hour personal exposure to PM2.5,

34 consistent with challenges 99 
faced by stove replacement programs observed elsewhere.35 A study in China measured the 100 
reduction in thermotolerant coliforms in water from boiling using different methods and modeled 101 
air pollution from boiling water. The modeled mean 24-hour PM2.5 kitchen concentration from 102 
boiling water with biomass combustion was 79 µg/m3 19, substantially above the WHO interm-1 103 
target of 35 µg/m3.36 Boiling with electric kettles was associated with the largest reduction in 104 
thermotolerant coliforms. However, the study did not measure health outcomes. To date, no 105 
study has specifically investigated the tradeoffs associated with drinking water treatment by 106 
boiling using solid fuels and compared the health risks. The overarching goal of this study is to 107 
develop a modeling framework to quantify the net health impacts from boiling drinking water 108 
with solid fuels, accounting for a range of IAP-associated health outcomes and for diarrhea 109 
associated with water contaminated with fecal matter. This framework is then applied using 110 
available literature value for inputs for two countries, Uganda and Vietnam, selected as case 111 
studies.  112 

Methods 113 

Framework Definition and Test Population 114 
DALYs are commonly used to quantify health burdens because they account for morbidity with 115 
differential disease severity37 and mortality. In our study, we used DALYs as the primary metric 116 
to compare multiple risks.38 Quantitative Microbial Risk Assessment (QMRA) models are 117 
commonly used to determine the diarrhea risk associated with consuming water from a particular 118 
water source.39 For IAP, the population attributable fractions based on dose-response curves for 119 
individual diseases are used to calculate the burden of disease.40,41  120 

We adopted these two methods (Figure 1), creating two modules, and used literature-derived 121 
distributions of the relevant IAP, QMRA, and demographic parameters as inputs (See 122 
Supplemental Material, Parameters Needed for Model). The water risk module uses a QMRA 123 
model to calculate the DALYs from drinking water contaminated by fecal matter before and after 124 
treatment by boiling. The air risk module uses an indoor box model to quantify the PM2.5 125 
concentrations for different stoves and the Household Air Pollution Intervention Tool (HAPIT)41 126 
to quantify the DALYs associated with IAP under various scenarios. Both modules employ 127 
Monte Carlo simulations to capture the influence of variability and uncertainty in input 128 
parameters on model outputs.  129 

Globally, more than half of all deaths from IAP from solid fuel are from acute lower respiratory 130 
infection (ALRI) in children under 5 years of age42 and most diarrheal DALYs occur in children 131 
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under 5 years of age.43 Therefore, we conducted analyses for two age groups: those under 5 years 132 
of age (“under-5s”), and all other age groups combined (“over-5s”).  133 

We designed the model to be used for any setting. However, we selected Uganda and Vietnam as 134 
case study countries as they are in distinct regions, have different population demographics, and 135 
high prevalences of boiling among household water treatment users (82% in Uganda, 91% in 136 
Vietnam) and solid fuel use (96% in Uganda, 35% in Vietnam).5,11,13 We assumed a household 137 
size of 5 people per household  for both countries and that each household had one cook.41,44 The 138 
number of children under 5 per household varied between the two countries (1 in Uganda, 0.4 in 139 
Vietnam), based on the values used in the HAPIT model (See Supplemental Material, Household 140 
Demographics for Vietnam and Uganda).41,44 The models were run for a sample population of 141 
10,000 people.  142 

Health Benefits from Boiling Drinking Water 143 
The risk of illness from contaminated drinking water is characterized using a QMRA, focusing 144 
on selected reference pathogens.45 Pathogens used in QMRAs are typically selected based on 145 
global public health relevance; because they are transmitted via environmental, waterborne, and 146 
foodborne routes,46 the dominant pathogens may also depend on geographic region.47 For this 147 
study, we selected pathogens identified as leading causes of diarrhea in multisite studies of 148 
diarrhea etiology in low-income countries.48–50 Based on these studies, the locations selected for 149 
our modeling exercise, and previous QMRA studies,51–53 we selected a virus (rotavirus), a 150 
protozoan (Cryptosporidium) and a bacterium (Campylobacter) to quantify the risk from 151 
exposure to fecally contaminated water. 152 

We used a uniform distribution of E. coli levels for each water quality category, using most 153 
probable number (MPN) ranges of: 0 MPN/100 mL for ‘safe’ water, 1-10 MPN/100 mL for 154 
‘low-risk’ water, 11-100 MPN/100 mL for ‘medium-risk’ water, and 101-1000 MPN/100 mL for 155 
‘high-risk’ water.54 These untreated drinking water categories define baseline water qualities for 156 
the model. We used fecal indicator bacteria to pathogen ratios for the three pathogens (See 157 
Supplemental Material, Ratio of E. coli to Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium, and Rotavirus) 158 
from the literature to estimate the abundance of the selected pathogens in untreated water. 159 

We then estimated boiling effectiveness for the selected pathogens. The modeled intervention 160 
was boiling at different levels of microbiological effectiveness to account for different field 161 
conditions and household practices. The boiling effectiveness was quantified using log-reduction 162 
values (LRV), defined as the base-10 logarithm of the ratio of influent to effluent pathogen 163 
concentrations. The effectiveness of boiling drinking water was compiled from a literature 164 
review of field and lab studies; See Supplemental Material, Log Reduction Values of E. coli, 165 
TTC, and FC. Water boiling studies reported LRVs for different fecal indicator organisms, 166 
including E. coli, thermotolerant coliforms (TTC), and fecal coliforms (FC). Since our modeled 167 
water quality was characterized using E. coli,  we converted TTC and FC LRVs to E. coli (EC) 168 
LRVs55 based on assumed ratios. Although E. coli to FC ratios can vary in different seasons,56 169 
the ratios were assumed to be constant throughout the year. LRV values in the literature 170 
(converted to E. coli) ranged from 6 for lab-level boiling to -0.26 for ineffective boiling. We 171 
multiplied E. coli LRVs by a pathogen-specific factor to quantify removal of the respective 172 
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pathogens (Cryptosporidium, Campylobacter, and rotavirus) (See Supplemental Material, Effect 173 
of Boiling on E. coli, Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium, and Rotavirus). 174 

We used Equation 1 to calculate the daily exposure to pathogens (Ed, in MPN ),
57 175 

     �� � � �
�

�
� � � 10���� � � [1] 176 

where C is the concentration of pathogen in the source water (MPN per liter), R is the fractional 177 
mean analytical recovery (to account for success in microorganism counts) of the pathogen in the 178 
sample, I is the fraction of pathogens that are infectious,51,57 LRV is the pathogen-specific log-179 
reduction by boiling water, and V (liters) is the daily volume of water consumed per person. We 180 
assumed I and R to be 1.   181 

We calculated the probability of illness from the daily exposure using dose-response 182 
relationships from the literature.51,52,58–60  The dose-response parameters were assumed to be the 183 
same regardless of age (See Supplemental Material, Dose-Response Parameters for the Selected 184 
Pathogens). 185 

We calculated the probability of developing disease (diarrhea) per single exposure (PD) as the 186 
product of the probability of disease given infection (PDI) and the probability of infection (Pi ) 187 
(See Supplemental Material, Probability of Illness Given Infection and Percent Susceptible). The 188 
probability of developing illness over period n, (PD,n), was calculated using the probability of 189 
disease (PD,n=1-(1-PD)n) and the annual symptomatic cases (Casesyear) was calculated by 190 
multiplying the yearly probability of developing illness (PD,yearly) times the exposed 191 
population.53,57 192 

DALYs from diarrhea (years lived with disability) were calculated by taking the disability 193 
weight times the duration of disease times the probability of disease.52,53,57 Disability weights to 194 
quantify disease severity were obtained from the literature (See Supplemental Material, Burden 195 
of Disease for Each Pathogen). When calculating years of life lost, the disability weight is 1 and 196 
the duration was the life expectancy minus the age at death. The remaining life expectancy at the 197 
time of death was randomly selected based on the population age distribution in that country, 198 
separated into two categories, children <5 years and all other ages. For disease burden, severity 199 
and duration varied by pathogen (Cryptosporidium, Campylobacter, or rotavirus).52 200 

Health Impacts from Indoor Air Pollution 201 
In the air risk module, first an air pollution box model was used to estimate the 24 hour PM2.5  202 
concentrations in the household61  and then DALYs were estimated using the HAPIT model.41 203 
For the air risk module, we consider two baseline scenarios: one with a household ‘already 204 
cooking’ on a traditional woodstove, and one in which a household is ‘not cooking’. We consider 205 
the following cookstoves as alternatives against this baseline: 1) improved wood, 2) charcoal, 3) 206 
LPG, and 4) electric.23,62,63 Electric stoves were included to serve as an ideal counterfactual (i.e., 207 
completely clean cooking technology). We considered three categories of stove use: ‘cooking 208 
only’, ‘water boiling only’, and ‘cooking and water boiling’.  209 
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Our model assumes stove energy is only used for cooking and water heating. The required 210 
cooking energy (delivered to pot) for both the Ugandan and Vietnamese households was 211 
assumed to be lognormally distributed, with a mean (standard deviation) of 11 (5.5) MJ per 212 
day.61,64 The daily energy for water heating (EWH), (Equation 2), is calculated as the energy 213 
needed to heat the water from ambient temperature (Ta, assumed to be 15 °C) to boiling (100 214 
°C), and then boiled for one minute. The volume of water heated (V, liters) is assumed to be 215 
normally distributed with mean (standard deviation) 3.12 (1.17) liters.65 This is converted to 216 
converted to mass using density (ρ, 1000 g/L). Cp is the heat capacity of water (4.186 J g-1 K-1). 217 
Finally, the stove is assumed to boil the water for one minute, so the product of 60 seconds (t) 218 
and the power of the stove (P, in Watts) is added to get the total energy demand for heating water 219 
in a household. 220 

 ��� � � � 	 � �	 � 
100 � �
 � ��  [2] 221 

Laboratory studies of boiling effectiveness have been conducted for numerous different 222 
temperatures and durations of boiling. Generally, heating water at higher temperatures for longer 223 
periods of time results in greater LRVs compared to lower temperatures and shorter periods.66 224 
The recommended boiling time in the literature ranges from 1 to 25 minutes.15  In this study, we 225 
assumed that once water reaches boiling temperature (calculated as described above), it is boiled 226 
at 100oC for 1 minute, based on CDC and WHO recommendations, to reach the assumed LRV. 227 
The influence of elevation on boiling temperature was not considered in this analysis, but this 228 
would impact the temperature and thus the length of time needed for boiling for a given LRV.  229 

Once the energy demand was estimated, an air pollution box model61 was used to calculate the 230 
kitchen PM2.5 concentration (µg m-3) over 24 hours. The time for cooking and water heating is 231 
calculated by the energy demand divided by the assumed stove power (Watts) and thermal 232 
efficiency (See Supplemental Material, Emission Factors (EF), Stove Power (SP), and Thermal 233 
Efficiency (TE) of Stoves). We assumed that cooking and water heating each occurred once per 234 
day to produce all daily energy for cooking and water heating. The emissions were calculated 235 
using the relevant emission factor (grams PM2.5 per kilogram fuel) and heating value of fuel (See 236 
Supplemental Material, Heating Value of Fuels). We also assumed an ambient concentration67 of 237 
12 µg m-3  to which the indoor concentration decays after the cooking event, and a second event 238 
(water heating) increased it again. If a single stove did not provide sufficient power to heat the 239 
specified daily water and food allowing time for household concentrations to return to ambient 240 
levels between stove uses, a second stove is used in the model simultaneously, and in this 241 
scenario, we doubled emission rates. Although emission factors vary between stove operation 242 
stages (e.g., startup vs steady operation),68–71 we assumed a constant average emission factor. 243 
This approach may underestimate 24-hour emissions, since it doesn’t reflect multiple starting 244 
events which can produce high emissions.72 For an example of the 24-hour PM2.5 kitchen 245 
concentration for cooking and water heating, see Supplemental Material, Example Air Pollution 246 
Box Model Run of 24 hour PM2.5 Concentration. 247 

To calculate the health burden from IAP, we adapted the approach of the Household Air 248 
Pollution Intervention Tool (HAPIT).41,67 Personal exposure is estimated by multiplying the 249 
modeled 24-hour PM2.5 kitchen concentration by an estimated ratio of personal exposures to 250 
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kitchen concentrations42,73,74 with separate ratios applied for the cook, non-cook, and children 251 
under 5 of a household (See Supplemental Material, Personal Exposure to Concentration Ratios).  252 

The burden of disease attributable to household PM2.5 pollution is calculated for lung cancer 253 
(LC), ischemic heart disease (IHD), stroke, acute lower respiratory infection (ALRI), and chronic 254 
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) using 2019 background disease data, deaths & DALYS 255 
75,76 for Uganda and Vietnam, respectively, and disease-specific integrated exposure response 256 
functions.77 While there is no clear safe level of PM2.5 exposure,77 we use the suggested 257 
distribution of 5.8-8.8 μg/m3 as a counterfactual ‘no effect’ level.74  258 

The relative risk and the existing fraction of each country’s population exposed to solid fuels 259 
(i.e., fraction exposed equals the percent solid fuel users for each country) is used to calculate the 260 
attributable fraction (AF) (Equation 3).67 In calculating the attributable fraction in the model, the 261 
fraction exposed is country-specific and fixed, but the relative risk varies with air pollution level. 262 

 �� �
��
������	�����������

��
������	�������������
 [3] 263 

The attributable fraction is multiplied by the DALYs or deaths from a given disease in the 264 
country or region of that specific population (given location and age group) to calculate the 265 
attributable burden associated with IAP.41 To calculate the fraction of DALYs from children 266 
under 5, we used the fractions of children in that population and relevant under-5 DALYs for 267 
each disease. 268 

Simulations, Analysis, Statistical Tests, & Sensitivity 269 
When comparing IAP and drinking water DALYs, we define 'net DALYs' as the increase in IAP 270 
DALYs minus the decrease in drinking water DALYs resulting from boiling drinking water. 271 
Positive net DALYs means that the IAP DALYs increase is greater than the water DALY 272 
decrease, indicating a net increase in disease burden. Negative net DALYs means the water 273 
DALYs decrease is greater than the IAP increase, indicating a net health benefit.  274 

We conducted Monte Carlo simulations to capture the influence of variability and uncertainty in 275 
the inputs. Each simulation draws from distributions for parameters of a stove and fuel type, and 276 
water boiling effectiveness and is run 1000 times in R.78 The mean, standard deviation, and 95% 277 
confidence intervals of model output are reported. Additionally, to understand the variation in 278 
the outputs, the coefficient of variation (COV) (standard deviation over mean) was calculated. 279 
Environmental parameters are often log-normally distributed,79 so we used the Shapiro-Wilk test 280 
to test the normality of our resulting distributions of drinking water and IAP DALYs before 281 
making statistical comparisons between different scenarios. If an output distribution was log-282 
normal, it was log-transformed for hypothesis testing. We used the t-test to compare the risks 283 
across the different scenarios (i.e., different stove types or water boiling scenarios). P-values less 284 
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. 285 

A sensitivity analysis was conducted for the IAP and drinking water QMRA models to identify 286 
the specific impact of individual input variables on model output. Each input parameter was 287 
individually evaluated by varying the assigned value between a minimum and maximum 288 
determined based on an assessment of the variability or uncertainty of the parameter from our 289 
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literature review (See Supplemental Material, Parameters Varied in the Sensitivity Analysis for 290 
Indoor Air Pollution and Parameters Used in the Sensitivity Analysis of the Water Risk Module). 291 
Input parameters were then ranked in order of their influence on output values by taking the ratio 292 
of the output values for input at its minimum and maximum values.80  293 

Results     294 

DALYs from Indoor Air Pollution 295 
The simulations with the lowest to highest 24 h average PM2.5 kitchen concentrations (for 296 
cooking and water heating scenarios) were electric, LPG, gasifier, charcoal, improved wood, and 297 
traditional wood, with values ranging from 12 µg/m3 (for the electric stove) to 5587 µg/m3. The 298 
average 24-hour PM2.5 concentration for the ‘worst-case’, traditional wood stove scenario was 299 
lower for water heating alone (2109 µg/m3) than for cooking alone (3490 µg/m3), while the 300 
concentration associated with both activities together was essentially the same as the sum of the 301 
two activities considered separately.  302 

Figure 2 shows the DALYs calculated from these PM2.5 values for the different stove and use 303 
scenarios for each country. Though the total DALYs per 10,000 people were similar between the 304 
two countries, the number of IAP DALYs associated with under-5s were higher in Uganda 305 
compared to Vietnam, with the under-5s DALYs in Uganda making up 48% to 64% (depending 306 
on scenario) of total, versus under-5s DALYs in Vietnam making up 5% to 8% of total DALYs. 307 
DALYs significantly decrease as stove type shifts from traditional wood to LPG stoves, with 308 
95.3%, 96.9%, 97.1%, and 99.9% decrease in DALYs for Uganda over-5’s, Uganda under-5s, 309 
Vietnam over-5’s, and Vietnam under-5s respectively, eliminating almost all the DALYs 310 
associated with IAP. For the electric stove, since it is assumed that the electric stove contributes 311 
no additional PM2.5, there was a 100% decrease. There are only small changes in DALYs when a 312 
traditional wood stove is replaced with an improved wood stove. For example, DALYs decrease 313 
by 1.0% (for Uganda children) to 11.2% (Vietnam over-5’s) for water heating and cooking when 314 
switching from traditional wood stove to improved stove, indicating the limited potential for 315 
health impacts from replacing traditional stoves with another basic wood stove.  316 

In contrast to the additive nature of the PM2.5 concentration when aggregating water heating and 317 
cooking, DALYs are not additive due to the log-linear nature of the dose response curve.81,82 As 318 
a result, the DALYs associated with 'only cooking' and ‘water heating and cooking’ are similar 319 
(e.g., mean of 377 and 386 per 10,000 people, respectively, for traditional wood stove in Uganda 320 
for all ages), suggesting that the additional exposure from boiling adds a minimal increment to 321 
the IAP impact. However, results in Figure 2 show that the relative increment (fractional increase 322 
in DALYs from adding boiling) is slightly larger for cleaner cooking options.  323 

DALYs from Water Contamination 324 
The total DALYs from drinking water for Uganda and Vietnam were similar, but a larger share 325 
of the DALYs came from children under 5 in Uganda (21-27% compared to 12-14% in Vietnam) 326 
because of the higher number of children per household in Uganda. DALYs from drinking water 327 
were a strong function of untreated water quality and boiling effectiveness. For example, for 328 
over-5s in Uganda, and low-risk water, health impacts ranged from 51 DALYs per 10,000 people 329 
per year for lab-level boiling to 210 DALYs per 10,000 people per year from ineffective boiling, 330 
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compared to 220 DALYs without boiling. For high-risk water, DALYs ranged from 59 per 331 
10,000 people per year for lab-level boiling to 1137 per 10,000 people per year for ineffective 332 
boiling, compared with 1168 per 10,000 people per year without boiling. Using lab-level boiling 333 
compared to untreated water greatly reduced adult DALYs in both Uganda and Vietnam. For 334 
Ugandan children under 5, lab-level boiling decreased DALYs by 94%, 88% and 72% for high-, 335 
medium-, and low-risk water, respectively, compared to ineffective boiling. Relative reductions 336 
in DALYs for children under 5 in Vietnam were similar. 337 

Comparison of water and air pollution DALYs  338 
In most of our scenarios, the benefits of clean water outweighed the impacts of IAP from boiling 339 
that water. Figure 3 reports the changes in DALYs for water and IAP exposures under various 340 
boiling and stove scenarios. The higher fraction of DALYs for children under 5 years in Uganda 341 
for both water and air reflect their higher proportion in the population. Additionally, the relative 342 
contribution of the under-5s category was much greater for the IAP risk (driven by ALRI) than 343 
for water.  344 

All source water categories boiled with lab-level effectiveness (LRV=6) had reductions in 345 
waterborne DALYs greater than increases in IAP DALYs for all stove types and stove use 346 
scenarios (water heating without cooking, and water heating with cooking). For the scenario of a 347 
household already cooking, and beginning to also boil their water, we found that if the source 348 
water is boiled with at least the “low field” 349 
 effectiveness (LRV of 0.5 or greater), the decrease in drinking water DALYs from boiling was 350 
greater than the increase in IAP DALYs for all scenarios of water quality, water boiling, and 351 
stove types. We observe a net reduction if a household is already cooking and the water is boiled 352 
with at least low field effectiveness for all water risk categories and all stove types. If a 353 
household is not already cooking, there is a net benefit if medium- or high- risk water is boiled 354 
with at least average field effectiveness for all stove types.  355 

Log-removal rates needed for health benefits from water boiling  356 
As another way to examine net benefits of boiling, the model was also used to determine ‘break-357 
even’ points where increases in IAP DALYs are equal to the associated decrease in drinking 358 
water DALYs. Figure 4 shows the reduction in drinking water DALYs for over-5s in Uganda 359 
plotted against LRVs for low-risk, medium-risk, and high-risk water qualities. The increase in 360 
IAP DALYs is also shown for two stoves, traditional and LPG, and for two different use 361 
scenarios, only water heating and water heating plus cooking. Where these two sets of curves 362 
cross can be considered the ’break-even’ point, or the minimum LRV required to provide a net 363 
reduction in DALYs for a given stove scenario. High-risk water has a significant decrease in 364 
DALYs even with low LRVs. The large decrease in pathogen exposures even with low LRVs 365 
results in large health benefits. For the case of over-5s  in Uganda, the intersection of the curves 366 
and IAP lines show that when cooking is already taking place in a home (cooking compared to 367 
cooking plus water heating), boiling drinking water with an LRV of 0.18 or greater results in a 368 
net reduction in DALYs for all stove types and source water types, including the dirtiest stove 369 
(traditional wood stove) and low-risk water. In the case that a household is not cooking, but starts 370 
boiling water, LRVs of 0.2, 0.3, and 1 are needed for high-, medium-, and low-risk water, 371 
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respectively, to offset DALYs from IAP. The LRV cutoff needed to achieve net health benefits 372 
increases as water quality improves (for example, an LRV of 0.2 is needed for high-risk water 373 
compared to an LRV of 1 for low-risk water).  374 

Sensitivity Analysis 375 
Estimated reductions in DALYs from water boiling were most sensitive to following parameters 376 
(listed from greatest to lowest sensitivity): source water E. coli  levels, the assumed ratios of 377 
Cryptosporidium, rotavirus, and Campylobacter to E. coli,  age at death, dose-response 378 
parameters used in the QMRA, the LRVs, and the water volume ingested. For IAP DALYs, the 379 
input parameters with greatest influence (ranked from greatest to least) were: stove emission 380 
factor, household air exchange rate, fuel heating value, and room volume. For the sensitivity of 381 
the QMRA dose-response parameters, we varied the parameters for each of the three pathogens, 382 
and the level of risk per ingested dose. Of the three pathogens considered in the QMRA, 383 
rotavirus has the highest risk per dose of all the pathogens, and as a result, rotavirus exposure 384 
had the largest influence on QMRA DALYs (See Supplemental Material, Sensitivity Analysis 385 
Showing Net Difference in Total DALYs, Sensitivity Analysis for Water DALYs, and 386 
Sensitivity Analysis for Water DALYs: Pathogen Specific Parameters).  387 

Discussion 388 
In this study, we find that in most scenarios (even at low LRVs and with high-emitting 389 
cookstoves), boiling medium- and high-risk drinking water results in a net decrease in total 390 
DALYs. It is estimated that 1.1 billion people drink water that is of at least moderate risk,83 so 391 
boiling would likely benefit these 1.1 billion people. Additionally, though 89% of the world’s 392 
population uses an improved drinking source, such as household connections, public standpipes, 393 
boreholes, and protected wells, springs, and rainwater collection,84 and the odds of contamination 394 
are lower for so-called improved sources,85 10% of improved sources are still considered high 395 
risk.83 Thus, boiling could benefit even those using improved sources. However, in situations in 396 
which a high emitting stove is used to boil water, and cooking is not already taking place in a 397 
home or cooking is done on a clean stove, boiling could have a net negative impact, showing the 398 
importance of considering risks from both water and air jointly.  399 

Adoption of a new technology or practice is a major challenge for both water and stove 400 
interventions and will impact the generalizability of our model results. For example, in an 401 
intervention study in Rwanda, use of water filters and improved stoves was measured by self-402 
report and spot-check observations, and though most household used the water filter, the 403 
majority continued to use traditional stoves.86 In our model, switching from traditional wood and 404 
improved stoves to LPG or electric stoves resulted in 99% reductions of PM2.5 and 96% 405 
reductions in the IAP DALYs, showing the huge potential for benefits from clean stoves, 406 
including for boiling. However, there are still many limitations to adopting LPG, including cost87 407 
and social and cultural perceptions.88,89 Additionally, households often combine different stove 408 
and fuel types, known as  “stove stacking”,89–91 limiting the health benefits of a stove 409 
intervention. Traditional stoves continue to be used due to their additional benefits, including 410 
heating the living space, lighting the home, heating water for bathing and washing, drying, 411 
smoking food, getting rid of waste, keeping insects and animals away, and social gatherings.92  412 
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This can be especially relevant for water boiling, as previous studies have observed that 413 
households continued use of fuelwood to heat water after LPG and electricity are available,92,93 414 
possibly due to the cost94 of such an energy intensive task. Despite these challenges, the use of 415 
polluting stoves such as biomass has continued to decrease, from 53% using polluting stoves in 416 
1990 to 36% in 2020.5  However, there have been increases in charcoal use in many areas,5 417 
which our model suggests only moderately reduces PM2.5 relative to traditional wood use.  418 

Boiling effectiveness, which varies widely, is key in determining whether boiling has a net health 419 
benefit. None of the field studies of boiling used for this study has observed ‘lab-quality’ LRVs, 420 
and many field studies reported very low, even negative LRVs for boiling.16  Measured LRVs 421 
comparing post treatment to untreated water (from the source) are influenced by source water 422 
quality before it is boiled, post-boiling storage, dipping, and other sources of recontamination.15–423 
17 Thus various factors can affect the end water quality despite treatment, limiting the potential 424 
benefits of boiling and resulting in a lower effective LRV. Our results show that boiling is most 425 
beneficial in terms of a net reduction in scenarios with high risk water; however, homes with 426 
high risk drinking water may have the highest risk of recontamination due to poor sanitation 427 
practices.95  Therefore, it is important to maintain improvements in water quality post boiling if 428 
water is not immediately consumed.15,16,96   429 

Benefits from increasing LRVs from different water treatment methods strongly depended on 430 
compliance of use97 and full adoption of the intervention. It has been found that a few days of 431 
untreated water consumption after drinking treated water can completely negate the annual 432 
health benefits of drinking treated water.98  From the literature review conducted for this study 433 
on boiling LRVs,  societies and cultures with higher prevalence of boiling (e.g.,  Vietnam) have 434 
the highest LRVs.15  In countries like Zambia where boiling is not prevalent,13 and boiling is 435 
promoted as an intervention, the LRVs tend to be much lower.16 This suggests that introducing 436 
boiling as a water treatment method in a community that does not have a history of boiling 437 
presents additional challenges, and likely reduces the chances of effective boiling and a net 438 
decrease in DALYs.16  439 

One notable alternative to boiling is chlorination, which is cheap, effective, provides residual 440 
protection,99,100 and does not impact air quality. Chlorination has been shown to reduce the risk 441 
of child diarrhea and reduce risk of stored water contamination by E. coli .101 Residual protection 442 
could result in higher real-world LRVs. Unlike boiling, chlorination can be applied in several 443 
different ways, such as at the source and before drinking.102 The use of chlorination at the water 444 
source (such as chlorinating a pump or water source) also eliminates the need for behavior 445 
change practices in the home. Chlorination has been observed to be more effective than boiling 446 
for reducing E. coli concentrations in field settings, possibly due to insufficient heating during 447 
boiling and recontamination after treatment.99 The residual disinfection in household storage 448 
provided by chlorination provides a notable advantage over boiling. However, there are several 449 
limitations related to chlorination, including challenges with the supply chain103 and managing 450 
its use (including frequency and amount of added chlorine).104  There are also limitations in the 451 
effectiveness of chlorination. One study found that combining chlorination with boiling did not 452 
lower E. coli contamination in stored water or lower risk of diarrhea compared with boiling 453 
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alone.99 There are conflicting data on the effectiveness of boiling versus chlorination. In one 454 
laboratory-based study, boiling was more effective in inactivating E. coli and environmental 455 
bacteria compared to chlorination and pasteurization.105 Additionally, chlorine has limited 456 
effectiveness in inactivating viruses and protozoa.106 However, in a study of a commercial 457 
chlorination product in drinking water, chlorination was found to be associated with lower E. coli  458 
contamination and diarrhea rates in children under 5 years than boiling.99  Other downsides of 459 
chlorination include production of byproducts, taste/odor concerns which can lead to low 460 
adoption, and cost, which is low, but remains a consideration.106 Both boiling and chlorination 461 
have tradeoffs; however, our study suggests that the minimal IAP impacts associated with 462 
boiling should likely not the central factor in deciding whether boiling or chlorination is the best 463 
option for a household. 464 

The cost of stoves and fuels were not considered in this study. However, cost is a major factor in 465 
whether a household adopts drinking water treatment107 or improved stoves.108,109 Cost-benefit 466 
analyses have been conducted for cookstoves. For example, one study compared capital, 467 
operation and maintenance, and environmental costs to benefits such as health, supply, ease of 468 
operation, and safety and found the lowest cost-benefit ratio for traditional biomass cookstoves 469 
(lower than improved biomass), second lowest for dung, and the highest for biogas, charcoal, and 470 
LPG.110 Another study including only improved stoves (including LPG and improved 471 
cookstoves), had the lowest cost to benefit ratio for LPG and highest for improved biomass 472 
stoves.111 While study assumptions and approaches vary, these findings highlight the potential 473 
challenges facing users in switching to improved and cleaner stoves. A cost benefit analysis on 474 
water treatment showed the benefits of the filters outweighed the costs only when including 475 
aesthetic benefits, not health benefits alone.112 A cost-benefit analysis for a combined cookstove 476 
and water treatment intervention (an improved stove and water filter) in Rwanda showed that 477 
benefits from fuelwood savings, time savings, and environmental and health improvements 478 
outweighed the cost.33 However, fuel savings among new water filter users were found only for 479 
households who previously boiled their water, not for households which had not treated their 480 
water previously.33 A cost benefit analysis comparing boiling with various stove/fuel options 481 
could expand on our findings and add another dimension to the tradeoffs we explore. Many clean 482 
stoves (e.g. electric,  LPG) may be currently cost-prohibitive in low-income settings.113 483 
Additionally, countries with high adoption of LPG due to subsidies (e.g. Ecuador) retain 484 
substantial solid fuel use.114  In order to implement effective IAP and WASH interventions, cost 485 
effective solutions for both should be prioritized. 486 

Strengths and Limitations 487 
Our model is designed to give insights into possible tradeoffs when addressing multiple 488 
environmental health risks. Because the focus of this study was to develop a model framework 489 
applicable to many countries and scenarios with a focus on exploring health tradeoffs rather than 490 
detailed not contextual differences, this study used many of the same values (e.g., emission 491 
factors, fuel efficiency, water E. coli levels) for Uganda and Vietnam. Some inputs were country 492 
specific, such as demographic parameters. Use of context-specific data on parameters such as 493 
stove type or source water quality would enable a more accurate and detailed analysis of options. 494 
Some such data are available for our case study countries, such as stove emission factors115,116 495 
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and source drinking water quality117,118 specific to Vietnam and Uganda, water boiling 496 
effectiveness in Vietnam,15 and studies of water boiling habits in Uganda.119  Additionally, some 497 
related studies have been done which could be points of comparison, including indoor air 498 
pollution levels in Vietnam120 and Uganda.121 Our study could be refined by using available data 499 
specific to Uganda and Vietnam. However,  data for the same settings that covers the multiple 500 
dimensions in our analysis (e.g. boiling and air quality data for individual, or nationally 501 
representative, settings in a given country) is not available. Therefore, targeted field study of 502 
water boiling, pathogen levels in pre- and post-treated water, and indoor air pollution 503 
concentrations could be beneficial to evaluate boiling in a real-world setting. 504 

Various assumptions used in our IAP modeling could be addressed with more specific input data 505 
or targeted measurements. For example, some of the stoves used in our model had poor 506 
efficiency, low stove power and low fuel heating values, and thus they are challenged to meet a 507 
households water boiling needs. For these stoves, it is assumed that the stove is used up to 24 508 
hours for the household’s cooking needs (as opposed to using multiple stoves for a shorter 509 
period). This simplifies the model and avoids assumptions about stove use timing, but is not 510 
realistic. The emission factors used for the stoves are averages even though emission factors 511 
change throughout the combustion process.68,69,71 However, limited data are available on phase-512 
specific emission factors, which necessitated the use of averages. Emission rates are assumed to 513 
be the same for cooking and water heating for this study, but are likely different, since it has 514 
been shown that varying cooking styles (e.g., frying vs boiling) are associated with different 515 
emission rates.122  However, lacking cooking- and boiling-specific emissions for Uganda and 516 
Vietnam, averages values were used as a reasonable assumption. Another important 517 
simplification is our assumption that a single stove was used for all household uses, ignoring 518 
stove stacking.89,123  519 

The box model used to calculate 24-hour PM2.5 has been found to overestimate 520 
concentrations,61,124,125 and so modeled exposures are likely biased high. Depending on where the 521 
actual PM2.5 exposure falls on the dose response curve, this means we could be over- or under-522 
estimating the net change in DALYs due to the added activity for boiling. For example, if the 523 
PM2.5 with and without boiling falls above where the curves ‘plateau’, the difference in DALYs 524 
we estimated could be smaller than in reality.  525 
 526 
Our modeled values can be compared with past published field measurements. We estimated 527 
mean 24 h PM2.5 concentrations ranging from 1797 µg/m3 to 5212 µg/m3, 721 µg/m3 to 2068 528 
µg/m3, and 14 µg/m3 to 16 µg/m3e for traditional wood, improved wood and LPG stove use 529 
cases, respectively. In a cross-sectional study in India in four states, the measured mean 24-hour 530 
PM2.5 concentrations were 590 µg/m3 in the kitchen for a traditional wood stove, and 179  µg/m3 531 
in the kitchen for LPG.126 In another study in India of an improved stoves intervention, 24 h 532 
PM2.5 for LPG stoves ranged from 70 to 103 µg/m3, and was around 500 µg/m3 for households 533 
using a traditional three stone fire.127 A study in Nepal found 24 h PM2.5 of 80 µg/m3 for electric 534 
stoves and 630 µg/m3  for traditional mud wood stoves.128 These findings suggest that we both 535 
overestimate the impacts of traditional cooking and the benefits of ‘realistic’ clean stove 536 
adoption in many settings. For example, our model calculated substantially lower values for 537 
LPG-using households compared to the field studies, suggesting we may overestimate the 538 
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benefits of LPG use. Our modeled values for traditional wood stoves were higher than the field 539 
studies. Our estimated 24 h PM2.5 concentrations for improved biomass stoves are similar to 540 
those observed for traditional wood stoves in several field studies, suggesting a bias in model 541 
parameters used as defaults. The is potentially at least partly due to stove stacking in the field 542 
studies, since many study households used multiple stoves.128 543 
  544 
That modeled PM2.5 values for traditional stoves are much higher than typically observed in field 545 
studies suggests that assumptions in IAP model (which is used in WHO assessments) lead to 546 
estimates substantially higher than reality. However in our application, such a high bias in model 547 
results is likely conservative (overestimates IAP impacts while boiling with traditional biomass), 548 
and further emphasizes our finding that water boiling typically has a net benefit, even if using a 549 
very high-emitting stove. The relative differences we found between exposures associated with 550 
different stoves is fairly representative of real-world observations. For example, a 48% reduction 551 
in cooking area PM2.5 was measured during an improved wood stove intervention study in 552 
Rwanda,86 relative to our average modeled reductions of 62%  for PM2.5 concentrations for a 553 
similar scenario (3490 µg/m3  and 1334 µg/m3 for traditional and improved stoves, respectively). 554 
However, as acknowledged above, the log-linearity of the PM2.5 dose-response curves means that 555 
depending on the pre-/post-boiling combination, the modeling could over- or underestimate the 556 
DALYs associated with the addition of boiling. Future work can explore this using a re-557 
calibrated model, or representative field observations.  558 
 559 
Our results can also be compared with previous indoor air quality modeling studies. The study 560 
presenting the indoor air pollution box model used here estimated kitchen concentrations during 561 
cooking, with 24-hr averages ranging from 15 ug/m3 for LPG to 1975 ug/m3 for traditional 562 
stoves.61 The estimated PM2.5 concentrations for wood stoves from our study using the model are 563 
higher, due to different emission factor, stove power, and thermal efficiency inputs for the 564 
traditional stoves. A study in China used this air pollution box model in a more sophisticated 565 
way with substantially more household data to refine assumptions. This study used inputs from 566 
past field studies in China, assigned a ventilation index based on observations of cooking area 567 
ventilation (presumably via a chimney or other active ventilation), and information on cooking 568 
and living area location to scale the model air exchange rate. This study reported average 569 
modeled kitchen PM2.5 concentrations of 79 µg/m3 for households using biomass to boil water, 570 
with the three homes with poor ventilation having an average of 148.3 µg/m3.19 Our estimated 571 
PM2.5 from water heating was significantly higher, likely due to the inclusion of a ventilation 572 
parameter and stove emission factors specific to China,19,129 so a direct comparison is likely not 573 
warranted. However, this study provides an example of how IAP modeling can be refined for 574 
future studies of specific locations.  575 

Environmental factors outside the home may also have an important influence on IAP not 576 
addressed in our model. For example, although ambient air pollution levels in LMICs vary 577 
widely across countries and between urban and rural areas,81,130 we assumed a fixed background 578 
ambient PM2.5 concentration of 12 µg/m3. If actual ambient air pollution levels are higher, PM2.5 579 
exposure levels are shifted higher on the dose response curves, resulting in a smaller additional 580 
risk from the increment of PM2.5 from boiling water. We also considered only cooking and water 581 
heating, and did not consider space heating, even though many countries in the world where 582 
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boiling is common are located in cold regions.11,13 Additionally, it is assumed that boiling is only 583 
used for drinking water, not for making tea or bathing. However, if a household is burning fuel 584 
for space heating or other reasons, and boiling can be done simultaneously, no additional IAP 585 
DALYs could be incurred to boil water.  586 

Several simplifying assumptions made in the water module also influence our results. For 587 
example, though we separated by population over and under 5, we assumed a constant 588 
probability of death for all ages. However, this likely leads to an underestimation of the years of 589 
life lost due to death from diarrhea since children have the greatest risk of death and disease from 590 
diarrheal diseases.131  Children do not have a fully developed immunity which makes them more 591 
susceptible to diarrheal illnesses, which is not accounted for in the dose-response curves used in 592 
the modeling. Therefore, if child-specific dose-response curves were available and used, the 593 
benefits of boiling would likely be greater. 594 

We estimated pathogen levels based on fecal indicator bacteria (i.e., E. coli) levels, which are 595 
imperfectly correlated with the selected pathogens.132 Further, pathogens present in drinking 596 
water vary widely by country and across seasons.133  We expect that the results would vary 597 
widely based on the pathogens selected, as has been found in previous studies.134  Our results 598 
were highly sensitive to parameters related to pathogen risk. Thus, pathogen-specific water 599 
quality data would be helpful to characterize risks associated with pre- and post-boiling water. 600 
Limited data exist, but new methods (with their own associated limitations) are expanding the 601 
potential for pathogen specific data, such as the use of TaqMan array cards for environmental 602 
samples.135  Additionally, water quality in LMICS can be highly temporally variable, with spikes 603 
in contamination, and intermittent exposure to contaminated drinking water can negate the 604 
benefits of improved water access.  605 

DALYs are used for comparative risk assessment, including environmental risks such as IAP and 606 
water contamination. DALYs allow comparison across risk categories, and are the common 607 
metric used in the Global Burden of Disease estimates.136  Estimates for DALYs from air 608 
pollution and water are calculated using very different approaches, which we adopted for this 609 
study. Additionally, though DALYs account for the years of life lost and years lived with 610 
disability, they don’t perfectly capture the acute versus chronic nature of disease, which is an 611 
important difference between IAP and water risks. Using these different methods to compare 612 
different risks and outcomes is an inherent limitation in the comparative risk assessment 613 
approach. However, we took this approach as it is the most widely used approach to compare 614 
diverse risk factors. Future work can examine other methods to calculate and compare the risks 615 
from drinking water and IAP, including field studies to provide context-specific findings to 616 
compare against the broad insights from this scoping analysis. 617 

Conclusions 618 
To our knowledge, this is the first study to compare water and air pollution DALYs for scenarios 619 
of household cooking and water boiling to determine if boiling water has a net benefit regardless 620 
of stove and fuel type. Our model identified certain scenarios that, if risks for water and air are 621 
considered separately, could suggest DALY reductions but that due to combined effects 622 
ultimately results in net positive DALYs. For example, if a household that does not cook their 623 
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food is encouraged to boil water on a wood stove, they would experience increased air pollution 624 
exposure that may outweigh benefits of ineffectual water boiling. However, this scenario is 625 
likely an exception, and our modeling suggests that boiling even at low log-removal rates has net 626 
health benefits for medium- and high-risk source water, even if using relatively high-emitting 627 
stove. In contrast, when treating low-risk source water, boiling effectiveness and cookstove type 628 
influence whether net health benefits result from the practice. We recommend further field 629 
investigations to jointly assess health effects associated with contaminated drinking water and 630 
indoor air pollution and the development and evaluation of interventions to mitigate both 631 
exposures. Due to uncertainties and assumptions in the model, we recommend that country or 632 
context-specific inputs, and ideally studies of boiling and indoor air pollution, with empirical 633 
measurements of water and air quality, be conducted to improve understanding of the health 634 
risks and tradeoffs and evaluate our model. Specifically, more information on household-specific 635 
parameters, including pathogen contamination in water, stove types, and cooking and boiling 636 
energy requirements, and linking emissions to indoor air pollution and exposure, could improve 637 
the model. Future efforts should empirically measure air pollution concentrations (to estimate 638 
health impacts) and diarrhea during field studies of different boiling methods and stove types, to 639 
both provide better input parameters and improve our ability to model risk tradeoffs. 640 
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Appendices 651 

Appendix 1: Key Assumptions for Indoor Air Pollution DALYs Calculation 652 
• Use of an indoor air pollution box model 125 653 
• Kitchen characteristics assumed to be the same in all scenario, with volume of 30 (sd 15) m3 654 

and air exchange rate of 25 hr-1 (sd 15) 61 . 655 
• Only considered disease burdens from 5 outcomes: Stroke, ALRI, IHD, Lung Cancer, and 656 

COPD. 657 
• Used Country Level Disease Burdens for a single year, 2019. 658 
• Assumed the same exposure to concentration ratio regardless of location. 659 
• Used a single average PM2.5 emission factor over the entire burning process. 660 
• Assumed all cooking and all water heating each occurred one time  per day. 661 
• Does not consider space heating. 662 
• Assumes ambient air pollution level of 12 µg/m3. 663 
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• Used integrated exposure response functions to calculate risk for each disease outcome 77 664 
• Integrated exposure function assumes 1) exposure to PM2.5 from diverse combustion sources 665 

is associated with increased mortality; 2) they are a function of PM2.5 mass inhaled 666 
concentration across all combustion particle sources and composition; 3) there is no 667 
interaction between different exposure types77 668 

• Used counter-factual exposure value of a distribution of around 7 μg/m3  for the IAP 669 
exposure response model.77 670 

Appendix 2: Key Assumptions for Drinking Water DALYs Calculation 671 
• Characterized risk using three indicator pathogens. 672 
• Assumed disease burden is based on calculating DALYs from E. Coli. 673 
• Assumed constant ratios for converting disease pathogens to E. Coli. 674 
• Assume three categories of water risk level. 675 
• Neglected post boiling recontamination. 676 
• Assumed boiling takes place one time per day. 677 
• Assumed all ages are at the same risk from the disease and uses same calculations for all 678 

ages. 679 
• Age difference is the only demographic difference. 680 
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